Hi sir,

I have certain points to mention for covid and various other issues.

For improving the situation of covid it would be better to follow certain measures:

1- The non-essential product’s shops should open on alternate days.
2- There should be no classroom activities in school/colleges at least this year.
3- Please do not take competitive exams currently or within a month as there is no proper arrangement for social distancing among students and it can be a threat for all the youth.
4- There shall be stricter rules for people spitting on the roads until and unless someone pukes, as Paan/Gutkas are still being sold and people have been dirtying the roads as well by their spit.
5- For a year or so Paan/Gutkas to not be available in market
6- Certain amount of laborers should be allowed from one state to another with the condition that they won’t move out again until and unless of emergency.
7- Stricter watch on road for people buying food from vendors so that they do not start eating on the road rather takes back the food at their homes.
8- Proper check in market areas for social distancing everywhere is maintained.
9- Guest houses in all colonies that are vacant can be used as an opportunity of bed facility for covid patients of middle class families among five star hotels as it will be beneficial for both the hotel, government and the residents. Also please make sure the cost of the facilities shall be lesser than mentioned for five star hotels as it shall be subsidized so that all type of income groups can use the same.

As we also know that many countries pulled back their decision for growing their business in our country therefore it is really important for the government to work on various sectors:

1- Handling covid situation properly should be the priority
2- It would be better if the structure of certain laws are maintained like good Property laws, Land laws, Tax laws which attracts foreign investors and business people towards our country and help us grow financially well among all the other countries.

For the Tax budget, Prices of products that are made in India and oil prices:

1- It would be good if the government provides good rebates for the tax payers and there shall be no tax on all the essential services or products and subsidized tax rates on other type of products as well.
2- It would be amazing if the products made in India are at subsidized rates as we all know that our citizens prefer cheaper price products more than high priced and also the quality shouldn’t be compromised for the same.
3- As we all know that oil prices are increasing at a rapid rate and are higher than that of the foreign rate it should be subsidized as it will affect all the citizens except the cliché or rich families of our country.